A traditional state-space model (SSM) only contains one observation equation. There are some restricted conditions when using the traditional SSM to describe the evolution process between a state indicator and multiple observation indicators instantaneously. In order to solve this problem, this paper puts forward an SSM that has multiple observation equations, which can be applied to multiple observation indicators with different sampling times. The modeling process and parameters evaluation approach of the proposed SSM are studied and given. A simulation study is conducted to indicate advantages of the proposed SSM when sampling times and observation equations are not the same for different observation indicators. Simulation results show that the proposed SSM is more accurate than the traditional SSM in system degradation prediction.
Introduction
Some state indicators can directly reveal system degradation states. However, these indicators are often unable or are difficult to directly measure, such as abrasion, corrosion, crack, etc. Meanwhile, some observation indicators can indirectly reflect system degradation states, and these observation indicators can be obtained easier than state indicators, such as vibration signals, oil data, temperature, and so on. As SSM can establish the relationship between system state indicators and observation indicators [3] , and it is usually used to describe a system degradation process through indirect observation indicators.
A state-space model with a single observation equation (SSM-SOE) is the most widely used SSM in existing study. A state indicator often only considers an indirect observation indicator in SSM-SOE. If SSM-SOE is used to describe a state indicator that has multiple observation indicators, there are two conditions that must be met: (a) Sampling times of all observation indicators must be the same and (b) Observation equations must be the same, which describe the relationship between system state indicator and different observation indicators. For example, Orchard used a non-linear SSM to predict axial crack growth of UH-60 planetary gearbox by only analyzing the vibration-based feature [6] . Sun developed SSM for prognostics of gas turbine subject to degradation by monitoring temperature, and there is only one observation equation in SSM [7] . In order to develop the effectiveness of life prediction based on SSM, Zhou used mean square error (MSE) and contribution ratio to choose an appropriate observation indicator from multiple observation indicators, but he only considered an observation indicator in the state estimation process [8, 9] .
However, as condition monitoring technology develops, there is more than one observation indicator in system condition monitoring in some cases. For example, both vibration data and oil data are collected in the condition monitoring of some mechanical systems (such as engine, gearbox). In bearing condition monitoring, management systems not only monitor bear vibration date, but also bear pulse data by a shock pulse method (SPM) [2] . In these cases, the observation indicators are more than one in condition monitoring, sampling times of different observation indicators are not the same, and the relationship between system state indicator and different observation indicators are not the same as well. Therefore, SSM-SOE cannot be applicable to these cases.
In order to solve this problem, this paper puts forward a state-space model having multiple observation equations (SSM-MOE), which can be applied to multiple observation indicators with different sampling times.
Model formulation
The SSM-SOE is shown as formula (1), and there is only one observation equation.
In SSM-MOE, which is proposed in this study, the number of observation equations should be established as the number of observation indicators. In other words, when there are n (n=1,2,3,…) observation indicators in system condition monitoring, the established SSM should have n observation equations. The common format of SSM-MOE can be expressed as: Observation equation Figure 1 . The relationship between system state indicator and multiple observation indicators
Parameter estimation
Because the sampling times of different observation indicators might be different, it is not fit for selecting observation indicators according to MSE or contribution ratio as Zhou proposed in references [8, 9] . Meanwhile, the number of model parameters in SSM-MOE is too high to evaluate, and model parameters evaluation cannot be completed just one-time as SSM-SOE. Therefore, model parameters should be separately evaluated.
As shown in Figure 2 , in the pth (p=1,2, … ,L) iteration of SSM-MOE parameter estimation process, the model parameters estimation steps are given as follows: 
In the process of determining weight ( 
, 
Simulation study

SSM-MOE based on Gamma process
Simulation method is used to compare remaining useful life (RUL) prediction by traditional SSM-SOE and SSM-MOE. In order to simplify the calculation, the SSM-MOE is considered to have two observation equations in this simulation study.
The SSM-MOE is shown in Formula (5) . Formula (5a) is the degradation state evolution function. The system degradation process is considered as smooth Gamma process [4, 5] , and the shape-parameter () t   is assumed to be There are three SSM that can be established in this study: Mod 1 is composed of formulas (5a) and (5b), Mod 2 is composed of formulas (5a) and (5c), Mod 3 is composed of formulas (5a), (5b) and (5c). It is easy to find, Mod 1 and Mod 2 are traditional SSM-SOE, Mod 3 is a SSM-MOE.
Parameter estimation and RUL prediction
As Mod 2 is more complex than Mod 1, take Mod 2 as an example to illustrate the parameters estimation method of SSM-SOE in the simulation study. If monitoring time sequence 0:m t and observation indicator sequence 0:m w have been given, we can set up the complete log-likelihood function of Mod 2, and then take the partial derivative of , , , a c d  and w  , respectively [8, 9] . As a result, the relationships between model parameters are obtained as follows:
It is can be found from formulas (6)~(10) that all parameters can be calculated as long as E(xi), E((xi) d ), E((xi) 2d ) and E(ln(xi-x(i-1))) are known. In order to reduce the uncertainty of calculated results, E(xi), E((xi) d ), E((xi) 2d ) and E(ln(xi-x(i-1))) can be estimated by particle filter (PF) [8, 9] as: x .
Set the system degradation state quantity is xc at time tc, and the failure thresholdis Xf, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of RUL tr can be written as As shown in Table 1 , it can be found that: (a) For the same model, the larger the RUL, the greater the mean relative error. This is because the larger the RUL, the less historical data can be used for RUL prediction. (b) When the RUL is nearly the same, the mean relative error of Mod 2 is the largest, and it is the smallest in Mod 3. Due to the sampling interval of observation indicator w is larger than y, the historical data for RUL prediction in Mod 2 is the least, and it is the most in Mod 3. It also means that the proposed SSM-MOE is more accurate than traditional SSM-SOE in system degradation prediction, because SSM-MOE uses more historical observation data to reduce uncertainty.
Conclusions
This paper puts forward a state-space model having multiple observation equations that can be applied to multiple observation indicators with different sampling time. Model formulation and parameter estimation method of proposed model are studied. A simulation study is conducted to show the advantage of SSM-MOE compared to traditional SSM-SOE in RUL estimation. The sampling times and observation equations are not the same for different observation indicators in the simulation study. The simulation results showed that SSM-MOE is more accurate than SSM-SOE in system degradation prediction.
In engineering practice, a system state indicator may be indirectly monitored through multiple observation indicators at the same time. Sampling times of these observation indicators are different or the relationships between state indicator and different observation indicators are not the same. In these cases, SSM-MOE is more suitable than SSM-SOE in system degradation prediction.
